
 
 

 
SSS Competitions Committee Meeting (70) 

University of Edinburgh 
15th November 2019 

MINUTES - Meeting 70 
 

Present        Apologies 

Chris Sellar (CS)       Gill Thayne (GT) 
Eamonn Laird (EL)      Ben Philip – SSS (BP) 
Ben Graham – joined remotely (BG) 
Emma Borthwick (EB) 
Stew Fowlie – SSS (SF) 

 Jess Barrows – SSS (JB) 
 

1. Welcome and Apologies  

GT and BP were not able to attend. BG joined via phone call 

 

2. SSS Comps and Events Updates 

JB provided a snapshot of recent work for the Committee: 

 This year the Cross Country Championships saw an increase of 13% in participation from last 

year’s event 

 Overall participation numbers are being submitted by Chairs to be added to our records plus 

only 5 events so far have not matched or increased their numbers. The difference has not 

been more than 20 students in any of these events 

 The Events Calendar is continuously evolving, for example a number of Cycling events have 

been confirmed for the coming year  

 At the last count, the Medal Tracker showed that 6% of the SSS events in the 1920 

programme had already been completed though since then more events have taken place 

 The first SS Cheer event will be taking place on 24th November, though numbers are quite 

low. In order to make up numbers in the First Aid sessions, they have been opened to the 

wider student network 

 The Cyclocross Championships has low numbers but it has been recognised that there is a 

clash with a BUCS event. Despite the BUCS event being a different discipline, it seems this 

has put some students off 

Action: JB to ask CS if there has been any update on the opportunity for an Oriam event 

3. National Squads Update 

The request from Comps to ensure the institutions are fully aware of the reasoning behind the 

reduction of the National Squad Programme this year has been completed by BP.  There has 

been a small amount of kick back from the Basketball community from volunteers who have 

been involved in the past. In addition, the Brig newspaper at University of Stirling sought 

comment, to which BP has provided a detailed response.  



 
 

 

There have also been some discussions around institutional criteria for Blues and Colours. The 

question was asked if the relevant SGBs are aware of the decisions made, and wondered if this 

may encourage some to show more interest.  

Action: JB to check with BP if SGB’s were on mailing list for announcement and if there is a 

plan for communicating the news to them 

In terms of trials, trials have taken place in Football and Volleyball so far. Sailing and Shinty are 

currently finalising their options whilst the Cross Country Championships acted as trials for the 

National Squad so the top 12 have been offered positions on the team.  

4. Walkovers 

BP sent the Committee a breakdown of walkovers taken by Scottish Institutions during the 1819 

season, in advance of the meeting. This spreadsheet compared the numbers by a number of 

factors including institution, by sport and by reason. 

The Committee discussed the findings and whether SSS should take action to reduce the number 

of walkovers taken each year. The main discussion points were: 

a) Days and Dates 

Further analysis of the days and dates most likely to have walkovers taken would help to identify 

potential causes and therefore solutions. For example, if the majority of the walkovers took 

place on Wednesdays, it is likely that the ongoing project work conducted by the Sabb Forum on 

‘Wednesday Policies’ may assist. If weekend days were more likely to see walkovers, the format 

of centralised fixtures may need to be reconsidered – though this year work has been done to 

better communicate dates and venues 

Action: BG to ask Sabbs for update on their Wednesday policies re: what they have in place 

and their plans for development  

Action: BP to identify if BUCS Play will be able to provide data on walkovers taken in 1920 

season, to allow comparison of walkovers taken in centralised fixtures 

Action: BG to conduct further analysis on the 1819 walkovers to establish common themes 

regarding days and dates which were more likely to see walkovers 

b) Average Walkovers and Monitoring  

 

Identifying an ‘average’ number of walkovers per year amongst the Scottish institutions 

could provide a baseline to compare against. Should SSS contact institutions who track 

above that average to investigate further? Could Regional Forums could be the place to 

mention any difficulties faced?  

Action: BP to calculate average number of walkovers given and bring back to Committee 

 

 



 
 

c) Fixture Administrator vs Sabb Awareness 

 

Fixture Administrators are under a lot of pressure to get games played and in Semester 2, as 

rearranged Semester 1 fixtures cause competing priorities. Are there too many fixtures in 

the calendar or too many teams entered in to Leagues? Should there be greater awareness 

that teams should pull out before the first league match if they can’t field a team? Could the 

League Deadlines be altered to increase time to play without clashing with Playoffs? Is the 

handover appropriate at RGU if the Sabb is not able to attend BUCS Conference? Should 

there be different entry points in to League? 

Action: BP to ensure Fixture Forum agenda includes a section on walkovers to discuss data 

5. Event Entries Comparison 

BP has worked with the Sports Chairs to identify where SSS entry fees stand in comparison 

between BUCS fees and SGB fees. This is the first financial review of event entries in a number of 

years.  

BUCS increase their entries by a certain percentage each year, but SSS currently do not. Instead, 

entry fees are considered and adjusted each year per sport in consideration of the budget for 

the coming year. 

Main discussion points consist of: 

a) Facility Costs 

It was suggested that SSS should take facility costs for all sports out of the sport budgets and 

consider it as a separate entity, which should be split across all sports. Should facility costs be 

considered overall rather than in the programme budgets? This could involve adding an overall 

cost to all tickets to ensure standardisation. This was debated as sports may not want to 

financially support other sports, however SSS do not want to discriminate against students for 

their choice of sport and whether their sport has been lucky enough to find a free venue. 

Potentially these increases should be based on the 3 year working calendar to provide as guide 

for the costs each year? 

b) Value for Money  

The comparison of fees identifies that most sports provide good value for money. The entry fee 

for Football teams to enter the Women’s Cup and Queen’s Park shield tournaments was 

considered to be very low, considering the costs that go in to setting up the Finals Day. It was 

recognised that increasing the entry fees for the Football cups would require clear 

communication of the reasoning behind it.  

Action: SSS to work with Committee consider increasing the costs of the Football Cups and 

reasoning 

 

 

 



 
  

c) Event Capacities 

The Committee would like to know how many events are close to capacity and therefore which 

have room to grow in numbers and therefore increase income generation, or which are at 

capacity and therefore increases in fees would be the most pertinent option for increasing 

income.  

Action: JB to ensure Committee has access to a spreadsheet which indicates participation 

numbers and specification of maximum event capacities 

d) Guest Fees 

Currently a handful of sports allow Guests to enter their events, under the conditions that they 

do not take priority over a student entrant from a Scottish institution. The standard increase in 

cost of these entries over student prices is approximately 10% - but should this be higher?  

e) Cost Per Student 

The Committee requested that an additional column be added to the Entry Fee spreadsheet to 

identify the cost per student in to each event, in order to help establish an average and identify 

where event with fees at either end of the price spectrum could be adjusted. 

Action: BP to add a column for ‘Cost Per Student’ to Entry Fee Comparison spreadsheet 

f) General Considerations 

i) SSS should continue to ensure sports break even at the base level. Let’s push for 

sports to break even at base level  

ii) What would be the outcome if SSS decided to make all event entries 75% of the 

BUCS equivalent as standard? 

iii) Should SSS adjust for sports making or losing the most as more of a ‘multi-sport 

marketplace’ rather than individual sports reliant on making their own money? 

Action: COMPS to contribute to pricing strategies ahead of the 20-21 budget planning process 

6. Sector Feedback 

The Committee had not received feedback from institutions in advance of the meeting 

which may identify an issue in the awareness of what the Committee does and which areas 

of feedback can be included. The form members use to provide feedback may require 

editing to be clearer or there may need to be wider promotion e.g. at Regional Forums. 

Action: CS will evaluate the way the Committee requests feedback e.g. if any edits are 

required to the form 

JB gave an overview of the Event Feedback received in 1920 so far. Overall the picture is 

positive, with two of the four strategic goals set currently being met. The main areas of 

improvement are the scores for Officials and Medal Ceremonies as these are currently 

sitting below the ‘4 out of 5’ average set as a target for this year. More responses have been 

recorded on the survey than this time last year which is a good sign. 

Action: JB to ensure Committee have access to Event Feedback data in advance of meetings 



 
 

7. SSS Comps Data 

As the meeting started slightly later than planned, CS decided it would be best to utilise 

Basecamp to discuss which kinds of data the Committee would like to see and the reasons 

why.  

Action: CS to ask Committee on Basecamp as to which kinds of SSS Comps data they would like 

to see  

8. SSS Rules and Regulations 

The Committee ran out of time to discuss this area, however CS provide an outline of the 

topic area to act as an introduction for the next meeting. Swimming and Trampoline 

examples were circulated to the Committee to act as guides for current practice for sport-

specific regulations. 

Action: BP to provide overview of what exists across all programmes and how they are policed 

9. SGB Overview – how does Comps benefit from the SGB partnerships? 

The Committee were joining the SGB Engagement Day put together by the SSS Development 

Team later that day and asked SF to provide an overview of where SSS already benefit form 

partnerships. The general topics discussed included the benefits of club affiliations, joint efforts 

in calendar planning and how different types of student athlete can be catered for.  

10. AOB 

a) Dundee cricket club would like an indoor cricket event to take place  

Action: JB to ask the Cricket Chair if he is interested in helping with this and leading it as a SSS 

event 

b) Does SSS have a New Event Policy? If not, should one be created, especially off of the back of 

the BUCS Sport Reviews in order to prepare for the change which will be coming up 

Action: CS and BP to consider the possibility of a New Event Policy and how best to make this 

happen 

c) The Committee wondered if there are common themes in the issues faces in administration 

of BUCS programmes. JB stated that Leah Davidson has been keeping a BUCS Query Tracker 

as requested by the 1819 comps Committee 

Action: ALL to review BUCS Query Tracker last meeting of 1920 

d) The Committee were asked if there is a standardised process for educating coaches in the 

fixture administration processes to ensure they assist rather than hinder the process  

Action: ALL to ask their Sports Unions if they have a standard process to ensure new coaches 

are educated sufficiently on the fixture administration process 

 

 

 



 
 

Actions List 

1) JB to ask CS if there has been any update on the opportunity for an Oriam Cyclocross event 

2) JB to check with BP if SGB’s were on mailing list for National Squad announcement and if 

there is a plan for communicating the news to them 

3) BG to ask Sabbs for update on their Wednesday policies re. what they have in place and 

their plans for development 

4) BP to identify if BUCS Play will be able to provide data on walkovers taken in 1920 season, to 

allow comparison of walkovers taken in centralised fixtures 

5) BG to conduct further analysis on the 1819 walkovers to establish common themes 

regarding days and dates which were more likely to see walkovers 

6) BP to calculate average number of walkovers given by each institution and bring back to 

Committee 

7) BP to ensure Fixture Forum agenda includes a section on walkovers to discuss data 

8) SSS to work with Committee consider increasing the costs of the Football Cups and 

reasoning 

9) JB to ensure Committee has access to a spreadsheet which indicates participation numbers 

and specification of maximum event capacities 

10) BP to add a column for ‘Cost Per Student’ to Entry Fee Comparison spreadsheet 

11) COMPS to contribute to pricing strategies ahead of the 20-21 budget planning process 

12) CS will evaluate the way the Committee requests feedback e.g. if any edits are required to 

the form 

13) JB to ensure Committee have access to Event Feedback data in advance of meetings 

14) CS to ask Committee on Basecamp as to which kinds of SSS Comps data they would like to 

see 

15) BP to provide overview of which rules and regulations exist across all programmes and how 

they are policed 

16) CS and BP to consider the possibility of a New Event Policy and how best to make this 

happen 

 

 

 


